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Welcome to week three of the Martha Table Runner weave-along. I hope
you are both having fun and learning a lot. This piece might be challenging
you, but that’s a great thing. It challenged me! I really had to think about
what I was doing every pass and to make sure as I wove that I was not
pulling in and my warps were not getting wonky. We begin week three with
weft interlock. In case you need a refresher, we are providing the details on
how to weave this. This section of weft interlock will be identical to the first
section of weft interlock..

Weft Interlock
The next portion of the runner will comprise blocks connected with weft
interlock. The order of the color of the boxes is: off-white (2), light purple
(5), brown (1), grey (4), dark purple (5).

As a reminder, below is an illustration of weft-interlock. Instead of wrapping
your wefts around the shared warp you instead form a loop between them.
It is a very precise set up that must be followed to make it work.

The wefts are inserted going in the same direction. You will be interlocking
between all the colors and hence you have to weave the entire row, not just



sections as you can with slit tapestry. We will be interlocking the wefts at
every other row.

Each of the five blocks will be 16 warps wide. The colors from left to right
will be white (2), light purple (3), brown (1), gray (4), dark purple (5).

To begin, mark the space between the colors: groups of 16 warps. This is
essential for knowing where to make your interlock.

You will be continuing with the leftover off-white weft (2). Cut eight feet of
the other weft colors. Insert the five colors from left to right, each ending
just before the space between warps where you will interlock your wefts.
Your wefts will interlock in the next half-pass.



Starting at the right weave the dark purple (5) weft. Pass the gray (4) weft
around the dark purple (5) weft and then weave it. Pull against the warp to
make it flat. Do the same with the rest of the wefts, remembering to bubble
a little bit.



This is how the join between the colors should look.



Continue weaving this pattern.

You obviously cannot make and don’t need huge bubbles because the
lengths of your passes are short. So make little bubbles.

End the blocks after fifteen full-passes by sticking the weft ends to the back
of the piece.



After you’ve ended all the blocks take your leftover dark purple (5) weft and
weave it to the left.

The stripes that follow are the following:

Stripes:
3-rows of dark purple ( 5) soumak
5-dark purple (5)
5-gray (4)
3-brown (1)



5-light purple (3)
8-off white (2)
2-dark purple soumak (5)
11-dark purple (5)
2-gray soumak (4)
11-gray (4)
1-gray soumak (4)
6-gray (4)
1-gray soumak (4)
13-brown (1)
7-light purple (3)
1-light purple soumak (3)
5-off-white (2)
2-dark purple (5)
1-dark purple soumak (5)

Weave four full passes of header material (the warp thread) and end with
soumak knotting.

You are done weaving!

Next week we remove the piece from the loom and finish weft and warp
ends!


